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1. Introduction 

 
A wire mesh sensor and system have been 

traditionally used to measure the void fraction of a two-
phase flow field with gas and liquid [1]. Recently, 
Ylönen et al. [2] successfully designed and 
commissioned a measurement system for a single-phase 
flow using a wire mesh sensor. In this paper, 
preliminary tests of the wire-mesh sensor are introduced 
before measuring of mixing coefficient in the wire-
wrapped 37-pin fuel assembly for a sodium-cooled fast 
reactor [3]. Through this preliminary test, it was 
confirmed that city water can be used as a tracer for de-
mineralized water as a base. 

 
2. Methods and Results 

 
2.1 Wire Mesh Sensor and System 

 
A Wire Mesh System consists of two parts, a sensor 

and an electronic. The sensor has a transmitting 
electrode layer and receiving electrode layer with a 
short distance. The wires of each layer are aligned at an 
angle of 90o. As a driving voltage is supplied to the 
transmitting electrode layer, a current is derived in the 
receiving electrode layer. According to the electric 
conductivity of the liquid between two layers, the 
derived currents may be varied. Using this principle, a 
difference in the electric conductivity of the liquid in the 
local area can be measured.  

A wire mesh system has a high time resolution 
through a quick response time. It has a good benefit for 
intuitively investigating the specific flow field where the 
sensor is installed even if the flow area is disturbed by 
the wire sensor.    

The wire mesh sensor will be set up in the wire-
wrapped 37-pin fuel assembly for a sodium-cooled fast 
reactor, as shown in Fig. 1. A cross point of the wires is 
fabricated to be located at the center or beside each 
subchannel. Active transmitting and receiving electrode 
wires consist of 16 × 16 channels, respectively. The 
actual 256 measurement points in the wire mesh are 
shown in Fig. 2. A schematic of the wire mesh sensor is 
shown in Fig. 3.  

The data acquisition system consists of a main device, 
transmitter unit, receiver unit, and connection cables. 
The main device contains several cards such as a power 

supply card, input/output card, slave card, and maser 
card. The IO card is connected with the receiver unit. 
The slave card receives the data stream from the 
receivers and stores the data on a compact flash card 
(CF card). Measured data are stored in a CF card of the 
slave card as integer valves from 0 to 4079. 

The master card controls the measurement and the 
communication with the PC over a USB connection.  
Sixteen transmitting electrodes have a measuring 
frequency of up to 10 kHz. A receiver unit contains the 
preamplifier, main amplifier, analogue-digital converter 
(ADC), and a control unit.  

 
 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the wire-wrapped 37-pin 
fuel assembly and active wires (blue lines)  

 
 

 
Fig. 2. Measuring points: Each numbered measuring 

point belongs to one crossing point of WMS inside the 
pipe diameter. The yellow color marks the points of 
interest (related to the rod bundle), while the grey points 
are out of the circular range of the WMS.  
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Fig. 3. Fabrication drawing of wire mesh sensor 
 

2.2 Preliminary Test and Uncertainty 
 

A blank flange is mounted on the bottom flange of the 
wire mesh sensor. The inside of the wire mesh sensor is 
filled with de-mineralized water and connected with a 
thermocouple, which is used to measure the temperature 
of the de-mineralized water. The conductivity and 
temperature of the de-mineralized water were measured 
and recorded during the tests. The conductivity of de-
mineralized water at all cross points was measured for 5 
seconds with a frequency of 100 Hz.   

A test carried out for different temperatures of de-
mineralized water and city water, since these two kinds 
of water will be used in the mixing cross test as a base 
and tracer, respectively. The plane image of the wire 
mesh for the de-mineralized water is shown in Fig. 4. 
By increasing the temperature, the valves of the ADC 
are linearly increased for temperatures of 40 oC to 60 oC. 
Figs. 5 and 6 show the time-averaged value of the plane 
image based on the temperature of the de-mineralized 
water and city water. The time-averaged value of city 
water is more than 10-times that of de-mineralized water 
under the same conditions. This means that the city 
water can be used as a tracer for de-mineralized water as 
a base.  

The standard deviation of these averaged values is 
listed in Table III. All of the low values of standard 
deviation mean that the wire mesh sensor has high 
reliability. 

 
Table III: Average and standard deviations of plane 

image 

 
 (*)  DMW: de-mineralized water 
(**) CW: city water 

   
(a) 40 oC            (b)  50 oC             (c)  60 oC 

Fig. 4. Contour image of wire mesh for the de-mineralized 
water by temperature 
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Fig. 5. Average valve of cross points in wire mesh for 100 % 
de-mineralized water, and mixture of 90 % demineralized 
water and 10 % city water 
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Fig. 6. Average valve of cross points in wire mesh for 100 % 
city water 
 

 
 

3. Conclusions 
 

A simple test was performed to evaluate the 
characteristics of a wire mesh with of a short pipe shape. 
Electrical conductivity was measured for various 
temperatures.    

1. The conductivity of de-mineralized water and 
city water is linearly increased for the limited 
temperature ranges as the temperature is 
increased.  

2. The reliability of the wire mesh sensor was 
estimated based on the averages and standard 
deviations of the plane image using the cross 
points. A wire mesh sensor is suitable to apply to 
a single-phase flow measurement for a mixture 
with de-mineralized water and city water. 

 

Temp DMW(*) 100 % DMW 90 % + 
CW 10% CW(**) 100% 

oC AVG. SD AVG. SD AVG. SD 

30 1.699 0.027 - - - - 

40 4.665 0.041 28.634 0.052 263.049 0.087 

50 8.488 0.237 33.236 0.058 313.874 0.095 

60 11.977 0.051 37.891 0.054 371.388 0.160 
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